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We studied the high-harmonic generation of $\text{H}_2^+$ ions in an intense laser field by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in prolate spheroidal coordinates. By analyzing the power spectra of the harmonics with the electric field polarized along the molecular axis, we found that the yield of the third-order harmonic drops by several orders of magnitude at a specified aligned angle between the laser polarization direction and the molecular axis. The laser polarization angle of the minimum depends on the internuclear distance and it disappears both in the separated- and united-atom limits. This infers that the minimum is associated with the molecular symmetry. By decomposing individual contributions of the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ states, we identified that the minimum is attributed to the cancellation of the induced dipole moments of the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ states, like a dynamical Cooper minimum, but the position of the minimum can be tuned by the laser intensity for a given internuclear distance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-harmonic generation (HHG) has been a popular research topic since it was discovered in late 1980s [1,2]. The mechanism of the HHG was explained by the three-step model proposed by Corkum [3]. Since then, extensive studies have been done on how to generate a very-high-energy HHG [4–7] and how to generate an intense HHG through phase-matched generation [8–10] or a dual-gas multijet array [11–13]. The created attosecond pulse [14–16] or pulse train [17,18] can be used as a coherent XUV source to study dynamics in femtosecond [19–21] or even attosecond time domains [22,23]. Although the mechanism of the HHG is known, the HHG of atoms and molecules in an intense laser field has to be studied case by case, since the HHG is a nonlinear process depending on the details of the atomic and molecular structures. For example, the HHG yields can be enhanced significantly at certain nuclear separations for $\text{H}_2^+$ molecular ions [24], and the yields can be tuned by the alignment of the molecular ions to the laser polarization [25].

The HHG can also be used to extract information regarding the electronic structure of molecules [26–28], and a recent experiment has revealed the Cooper minimum [29] of $\text{N}_2$ by molecular frame high-harmonic spectroscopy [30]. Stylized by these developments, we investigate the HHG of $\text{H}_2^+$ in an intense laser field. We found that the yield of the third-order harmonic with its electric field polarized along the molecular axis has a minimum when the laser field is along a certain axis. The electron laser interaction $V_{\text{el}}(t)$ at a fixed internuclear distance satisfies the following equation (atomic units $\hbar = m = e = 1$ are used unless stated otherwise):

$$i \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Psi(t) = [H_0 + V_{\text{el}}(t)] \Psi(t).$$

$H_0$, the laser-field free Hamiltonian of $\text{H}_2^+$, is read as

$$H_0 = -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + \frac{1}{r_1} - \frac{1}{r_2} + \frac{1}{2a},$$

where $r_1$ ($r_2$) is the distance between the electron and nucleus one (two). The electron laser interaction $V_{\text{el}}(t)$ is written as

$$V_{\text{el}}(t) = F(t) [a \xi \eta \cos \theta + a \sqrt{(\xi^2 - 1)(1 - \eta^2)} \cos \varphi \sin \theta],$$

where $a = R/2$, with $R$ the internuclear distance, and $\theta$ the angle of the laser polarization with respect to the molecular axis. $F(t)$, the linearly polarized time-dependent laser field strength, is written as

$$F(t) = E_0 e^{-2 \ln 2 \tau^2 / \tau^2} \cos(\omega t),$$

with $E_0$ the peak field strength, $\tau$ the full width at half maximum of the pulse duration, and $\omega$ the center frequency of the intense laser. Here we assume that the laser polarization is in the $xz$ plane. $\xi$, $\eta$, and $\varphi$ are the prolate spheroidal
coordinates, which are related to Cartesian coordinates $x$, $y$, and $z$ as

$$x = a\sqrt{(\xi^2 - 1)(1 - \eta^2)} \cos \varphi,$$

$$y = a\sqrt{(\xi^2 - 1)(1 - \eta^2)} \sin \varphi,$$

$$z = a\xi \eta.$$

Since $H_0$ has the rotational symmetry with respect to the molecular axis, the time-independent wave function can be written as

$$\psi_m(\xi, \eta, \varphi) = \Phi^m(\xi, \eta)e^{i m \varphi},$$

where $m$ is the projection of the electron orbital angular momentum onto the molecular axis. $m$ is a good quantum number if there is no laser field, or the laser field is along the molecular axis. We discretize $\xi, \eta$ using a generalized pseudospectral method [34,35] and propagate the time-dependent wave function as

$$\Psi(t + \Delta t) = e^{-iH_0\Delta t/2}e^{-iV_{\text{ext}}(t)\Delta t}e^{-iH_0\Delta t/2}\Psi(t)$$

by the second-order split-operator method in the energy representation [36] with $\Psi(t = -\infty) = \Psi_0$, the ground-state wave function of $H_2^+$. Once we obtain $\Psi(t)$, we can evaluate the time-dependent induced dipole moments as

$$d_z(t) = \langle\Psi(t)|z|\Psi(t)\rangle,$$

$$d_\theta(t) = \langle\Psi(t)|\xi|\Psi(t)\rangle,$$

where $d_z, d_\theta$ is the induced dipole moment parallel (perpendicular) to the molecular axis. Since the laser electric field is in the $xz$ plane, the induced dipole moments are also in the $xz$ plane. The power spectra of the HHG are obtained by the Fourier transformation of the induced dipole moments as

$$P_z(E) = \left|\frac{1}{\tau} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d_z(t)e^{-iEt}dt\right|^2,$$

$$P_\theta(E) = \left|\frac{1}{\tau} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d_\theta(t)e^{-iEt}dt\right|^2,$$

where $E$ is the emitted photon energy. The total power spectra of the HHG can be written as a linear combination the two components, depending on the experimental setup. Using the molecular frame high-harmonic spectroscopy [30], one can single out the HHG yields corresponding to $P_z$ or $P_\theta$.

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Using the above method, we investigate the HHG of $H_2^+$ in an intense laser field. Figure 1 shows the HHG power spectra of $P_z(E)$ when the laser polarization is along three different angles with respect to the molecular axis. The laser wavelength is 800 nm with a pulse duration of 15 fs and intensity of $10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$. For most of the HHGs, the yield decreases as the laser polarization angle $\theta$ increases. This tendency is consistent with Telnov’s work [25], and it can be easily understood since the $z$ component of the laser field strength decreases for increasing of the angle $\theta$. The yield of the third-order harmonic drops by several orders of magnitude around $\theta = 30^\circ$ and increases again as $\theta$ increases further. By varying numerical simulation parameters—such as the number of grid points, the box size, and absorber position—we confirmed that the minimum of the third-order harmonic at $30^\circ$ is not accidental.

To explore the physical origin of the minimum, we plotted the yields of the third-order harmonic as a function of the angle between the molecular axis and the field polarization direction for three different wavelengths in Fig. 2. Although the angle of the minimum changes slightly as the laser wavelength changes, the minimum exists for all three cases. Thus we conclude that the minimum does not originate from resonant structures, since the processes involved in resonant structures are sensitive to the laser wavelength [32] or the nuclear separation [24].

For the induced dipole moment along the molecular axis, $d_z(t)$ can be further recast as a sum of each individual contributions of $m$ states as $d_z(t) = \sum_m d_z,m(t)$, and the power spectra as well. We plotted $P_z(3\omega)$ and its major components from $m = 0$ ($\sigma$) and $m = 1$ ($\pi$) states in Fig. 3. We see that the yield of the third harmonic decreases at first as $\theta$ increases, reaches a minimum at $30^\circ$, and then increases again as $\theta$ increases. Finally, the yield drops again as $\theta$ approaches $90^\circ$, since the field component along the molecular axis is zero when the laser field is perpendicular to the molecular axis. In Fig. 3 we see that the $\sigma$ states are the major contributor to the third-order harmonic when the laser field is almost along...
The minima of the yields. The angle of the minimum increases for \( H_2^+ \) as a function of the angle \( \theta \) and the laser intensity. All the other laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

as the internuclear distance increases. For small internuclear distance \( (R < 1.8 \text{ a.u.}) \), there is no minimum. The minimum appears when the laser field is parallel to the molecular axis at \( R \approx 1.9 \). Then the minimum moves to a large angle when the internuclear distance \( R \) increases. When \( R \) increases further, in the separated-atom limit, the minimum disappears again. This infers that there is no minimum in atoms, either in the separated- or united-atom limit. This can be understood from the symmetry point of view since, for atoms, the HHG yield does not depend on the laser polarization direction.

In the following we investigate the laser intensity dependence of the minimum. Figure 5 shows the yield of the third-order harmonic as a function of the laser intensity and laser polarization angle \( \theta \). We see that the angle of the minimum decreases as the laser intensity increases, but the contrast becomes weaker. Comparing the relative yields from the \( \sigma \) and \( \pi \) states, we find that the yield from the \( \pi \) states becomes dominant as the angle \( \theta \) increases for the high laser intensity. As we discussed above, the minimum appears when the contributions from the \( \sigma \) and \( \pi \) states are equal. If there is one dominant contributor, the minimum disappears. This confirms that the minimum is a general behavior for the third-order harmonic of \( H_2^+ \) in an intense laser field. The angle of the minimum depends on the laser intensity, internuclear distance, and so on. We may use those properties to extract the internuclear distance, laser information, and alignment parameters in the molecular frame high-harmonic spectroscopy.
So far, we only focused on the power spectra of the third-order harmonic and its components parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis as a function of the laser polarization angle $\theta$. We see that the angle of the minimum spreads over a large range in the linear scale. Different from $P_z$, the power spectrum of $P_x$ increases monotonically as angle $\theta$ increases, its magnitude becomes larger than the one of $P_z$ at $\theta = 20^\circ$. Conventionally the HHG comes mainly from the transitions from excited or continuum states to the ground state [37]. As shown in Fig. 3, the minimum appears when the transition to the exited states ($\pi$) is comparable to the transition to the ground state. This could be a general behavior when there are two radiative recombination pathways with comparable strengths.

To summarize, we have studied the HHG of $\text{H}_2^+$ ions in an intense laser field and found that there is a minimum for the third-order harmonic at a given laser polarization direction. By decomposing the contributions from different molecular wave functions, we showed that the minimum is associated with the cancellation of the induced dipole moments from the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ states. Such a minimum may also exist for other molecular systems if the induced dipole moments originate from two equally important pathways. Since the position of the minimum depends on the molecular structures, laser parameters, one may extract the molecular bond length, the molecular bond angle, and the molecular bond distance from the induced dipole moments from the recombination wave functions, we showed that the minimum is associated with the cancellation of the induced dipole moments from the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ states.
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